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39. Exhibition/Purchase of books on Tiatr, its Song
and Music
Nowadays, many books on Tiatr, its song and music are being published in Konkani,
English and other languages. A lot of difficulties are being faced particularly by the
Roman Script Konkani writers/publishers to market their books. In order to help them
on this issue, TAG has decided to purchase their books in bulk and sell them by holding
book exhibitions and also by taking part in such exhibitions organized by various Book
Houses/Institutions, etc. The main aim of TAG is to promote Tiatr, its song and music
among the Tiatr lovers.

The Rules and Regulations of the Scheme are as under:-
1. TAG may purchase books which are related to Tiatr, its song and music from other

sources not only in Roman Konkani script but any other scripts or languages.
2. TAG appointed Recommendation Committee will scrutinize the book and

recommend to TAG as to whether the book can be purchased or not.
3. TAG reserves the right not to purchase the book even if it has been recommended by

the Recommendation Board.
4. If the price of the book is fixed as per the conditions of TAG, then 80% of the rate will

be paid by TAG to the applicant.
5. TAG will purchase the books on ‘First-come-First’ serve basis.
6. TAG reserves the right to sell the books at discounted rates in its Book Exhibitions or

if it participates in any such Exhibitions.
7. Any writer/publisher who would like to avail benefit of this scheme, shall apply to

TAG by submitting, 3 copies of the books he/she has published.
8. If TAG decides to purchase the books, the applicant will be informed in writing.
9. (i) TAG shall purchase books related to tiatr amounting to Rs. 5000/- and 50 books

whichever is maximum. However TAG shall purchase good books as per the
requirement of the TAG without restricting any value of the book and total amount.

(ii)The price of the book shall be considered taking into consideration rate of Rs.
1.50/- per page.
(iii) Books purchased shall be distributed to the participants at the workshops, sale in
exhibitions etc.

10. There should not be any adverse remark made in any form either written or verbal
against any Governments/Individuals/Institutions or anything against caste, creed
and religion in the scripts/ lyrics of songs, etc. which may hurt the sentiments of
anybody. If proved so, TAG reserves the right not to buy the book and refrain from
making payment or recall the payment made to the concerned, as the case may be.

11. TAG reserves the right to make any changes in the above rules.
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